
 

                        WITNESS WILL-SAY  

 

 

I, ____________________________, Will Say about harms suffered:  

 

 

UNDER ALL THREE MMAR, MMPR, ACMPR REGIMES  

 

 

[  ] 1) MMAR Require a medical document from recalcitrant or 

not-available family doctors as gatekeepers:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 2) Fail to provide DIN (Drug Identification Number) for 

financial coverage:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 3) Require annual renewals:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

[  ] 4) Compel exemptees to destroy unused cannabis before 

receipt of new batch: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 5) Allow Ministry to revoke patient's permits for non-

medical reasons:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 6) Fail to exempt patients from the CDSA S.5(1) prohibition 

on trafficking for trading and sampling  different strains for 

different pains and gains in production:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

UNDER THE MMAR AND ACMPR  

 

 

[  ] 7) Pprohibit more than 2 licenses/grower:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 8) Prohibit more than 4 licenses/site:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 9) Limit the number of plants while under-stocked:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

 

[ ] 10) No garden help:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

[  ] 11) No Criminal Record for 10 years to grow 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 



UNDER THE MMPR AND ACMPR  

 

 

[  ] 12) The Licensed Producer cancel if there are reasonable 

grounds to believe that false information has been submitted;"  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 13) Cancel registration for undefined "business reason:"  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 14) No return of medical document to the cancellee:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 15) 150 grams delivery- and carry-limit too small: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 16) L.P. prices unaffordable:  

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 17) L.P.s cannot supply fresh leaves, juice or oil: 

_____________________________________________________________ 

  

[  ] 18) Health Canada urged doctor to keep dosages low. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

[  ] 19) Non-instantaneous registration of grow licenses.  

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

[  ] 20) No Designated Transformer.  

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

[  ] 21) Stifle hemp production. 

_____________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Dated at ________________ on ____________ 2017.   

 

 

Signature: _________________________________________________ 

 

Name: ______________________________________________________ 

 

Address: ___________________________________________________  

 

Phone/fax number: __________________________________________ 

 

Email: _____________________________________________________ 

 

Montreal trials: May 8-12 2017 or June 20-22   

Fax to: 450-533-5611 or email PDF to a-stuerm@hot-shot.com 

 



                         INSTRUCTIONS  

(Witness Forms at johnturmel.com/witness.pdf or .docx for Word) 

 

Some of these torts affect everyone but you only tick off any 

that you can offer personal information about suffering.  

If your story is long, put "see Note #" which continues at the  

end on a second page. Use the number of tort. To add some more 

on Tort 4, you put "See Note 4." The third page are your Notes.  

 

1) No Doctors. Tell if your clinic/family doctor refused for 

non-medical reason.  

Doctor X refused because... 

Doctor Y refused because...  

Details of how a doctor "cut my prescription" would be good.  

2) Tell if it would have helped to have had a DIN  

3) Unreasonable yearly renewal pains.  

Especially if you're permanently ill, explain waste of time  

for you and doctor, how much it costs each time, doctor happy?  

4) If you didn't destroy your spare, say so. Otherwise, you're  

threatened by keeping it anyway. And it would have cost you $X  

to destroy Y grams.  

5) If you had your permit revoked for a non-medical reason.  

A Kammermans East Coast victim would be useful.   

6) The illegality of finding and exchanging different strains  

for different pains has caused Stress from penal jeopardy and  

difficulty in finding new strains..  

7) If you got refused, explain how D.G.s don't like small  

licenses.  

8) Limiting 4 gardeners causes greater costs... Explain how  

you could do better with more growers at your garden.  

9) Number of plants the wrong parameter while under storage  

limit. Complain about being forced to grow big plants and no 

seasonal economies nor respite from constant gardening. Must 

grow year-round instead of once a year. Beef about it.  

10) Prohibiting help caused me harm in that:  

I can never leave.. Big Pots.. No reason.  

11) If your Criminal Record is in the way of getting a license  

or DG, explain why it would not make you do anything illegal.  

12) LP must cancel. Tell if you've been cancelled. 

13) LP can cancel for business reason. Tell if. 

14) LP not give medical document back. Tell if they.   

15)Tell how the 150-gram limit has harmed you.How many monthly 

shipments would be needed? How much courier cost? How it's 

impossible for greater than 150 daily dosage!  

16) Explain how you can’t afford L.P. prices  

17) Explain if you asked for and can’t get juice, leaves or oil.  

Go ahead and call them to ask before completing the form.  

18) Tell if your doctor told you he got pressure from H.C.  

19) Tell how many weeks it took to get your grow permit. 

20) Tell if you have no one legal to transform your pot for you. 

21) Tell if you grow hemp how silly it is to have a low THC cap.  


